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IN BRIEF
Exchange program
Aii^lications and informa
tion for the National Student
Exchange program are now
available. Ninety U.S. universi
ties are interested in CSUSB fcv
the next school year. CSUSB
currently hosts 30students. Stu
dents pay in-state tuiticm at the
host school and must maintain a
2.5 grade point avCTage. For
more information,call $80-5328.

Star Trek bloopers
The Circle K club is pre
senting the movie "Star Trek
Bloopers" tonight and tomorrow
at 7:15 and 9:15 p.m. in the Pan
orama Room of theLow^ Com
mons. Admission is $5 for suidents and faculty and $6 general
admission. Moviegoers will also
get a chance to see previews of
"Star Trek VI: The Undiscov
ered Country" and cartoons
"Bambi vs. Godzilla" and
"Bambi's Revenge."

Scholarship recipient
The Mended Heart Inc.,
Chapter 123, granted a scholar
ship check to a Cal State, San
Bernardino, student recently.
Frances S. Hizon, originally
from The Philippines, was the
winner of $750. The award is
given toastudent who maintains
a 3.0 grade point average and
shows int^st in the cardiovas
cular field of nursing. Hizon has
attended CSUSB fcv one year,
studying nursing. She wrote an
essay on why she wished to be
involved in nursing, focusing on
cardiovascular care.

Blood drive
nets 50 units
CSUSB moves to
Division II
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a
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Growth exceeds all CSU campuses
7.8% increase
puts CSUSB
7th in ranks

by Steven Jennings
Chronicle photography director
Enrollment figures at Cal
State, San Bernardino are in
creasing faster than any other
public university in California.
CSUSB's current enrollment
of 12,561 students ranks
CSUSB as the 7ih largest cam
pus in theCalifornia State Uni
versity system.
Despite growth percent
ages in the double-digits the
past few years, enrollment in
creases are expected to leveloff at four to six percent a year.
This moderating effect results
from modest growth reduction
policies being implemented by
CSU administrators.
Although CSUSB has

See Enrollmentt Page 3
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Pomradee Bunkaew. a CSUSB student, studies in front of the Physical Sciences building Saturday. She is one of
the 12,571 students attenr^ CSUSB this quarter, almost twice the number of students attending in 1985.

KSSB suspect linked
to Creative Arts thefts
by Amy Heritage
Chronicle staff writer

Academic Services
The Academic Services
Office no longer functions as a
money-accepting office on cam
pus. It will continue academic
services to evening students by
remaining open in the evening
for academic advising for unde
clared majors, requests for
waiver of university regulations,
readmission of disqualified stu
dents and to assist students who
have questions about ELM/EPT
and basic skills requirements. Ftx*
more information call 880-5032.

Inside

New evidence may link the
Sept. 20 KSSB radio station theft
of $3,000 in equipment to a series
of thefts that struck the Creative
Arts building throughout the sum
mer.
According to campus police
Sgt. Siei^ien Nowicki, equipment
was taken from the office of Dan
Robinson, the music department
staff tecnition, within the same
week of the KSSB theft.
Nowicki also reported that sev
eral items of heavy equipment belongiBg to the theater

departments had been taken dur
ing the summer.
Some of the theater and music
equipment was subsequently re
covered, though none of the radio
station equipment has been found.
Prof. Lee Lyons, assistant pro
fessor of theater arts, told campus
police that he was in his office in
the creative arts building.Sept 26.
when he heard the boiler room
door open and close twice.
'T Imew that at ten at night the
physical plant would not be doing
any maintenance. My first thought
was this could be the person who
1- had been stealing things all sum
mer long.I thought Td stand at the
, V ^ ••, V ? ^ e T h e f t , P a g e 3-

Freed!
Hostage released
this week was a
former CSUSB
math instructor.
Jesse Turner, the hostage
who was just released, was a
Cal State, San Bernardino math
and computer science instruc
tor in 1983. He left the univer
sity to join a college in Leba
non because he could gel ten
ure more quickly there, ac
cording to Dr. Robert Stein
who was chair of the Math
department at the time Turner
was here.
Stein said he was relieved
when he heard Turner was re
leased, but he expressed con
cern for his former colleague's
health and mental well being.
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Registration

CSUSB turns touch-tone

by Deborah Medina
Chronicle staff writer
Cal State, San Bernardino,
will be introduced toa new touchtone registration system planned
to be set up for fall of 1992.
The whole process of regis
tration at CSUSB will be changed.
"Now students will have the op
portunity to sit at homeand utilize
their telephone to register for
classes. This will eliminate long
walk-through lines/' said vice
president of academic affairs. Dr.

Dennis Hefner.
Although touch-toneregistra
tion is still in the process of being
worked out, most of the equipment
has already cometHi campus ready
to be set up.
"The process is really
simple," said Hefner.
Students will be able to start
registering for fall classes during
the summer. There's going to be
certain time periods accordingly
to students division status-senior
being first priority through fresh
men.

Students justcall up the touchlone registration telephone num
ber and punch in their student iden
tification number. At this point, a
voice computer operator will give
the status of the student - whether
or not they're approved to register
for classes. The student can then
punch in the schedule code for
whatever class they want.
"A nice thing about this sys
tem is that students now will im
mediately be able to know what
sections ait available and other
options," said Hefner.'Tf a class is

Urban planner joins advisory board
The Advisory Boardat Cal
State, San Bernardino has a
new membo:.
Vivian Nash Dukes, vice
president and senior urban
planner of Dukes-Dukes and
Associates, Inc., is contribut
ing her i»x>fessional expertise
as a new member of the board.
She joins a group of civic
leaders who give community
perspective on a spectrum of
issues affecting the operation
and future development of
CSUSB.
According to Dr. Juan
Gonzalez,assistant to the presi
dent, 'The university Advisory

Board is our primary means of
gathering advice of prominent
community leaders regarding
our goals."
S i nee1977, Duke h as been
responsible for the implemen
tation and management of all
consulting and development
projects at Dukcs-Dukes and
Associates,Inc. Shealso serves
an executive officer/supervis
ing project manager for Four
Seasons Management Com
pany.
Prior to these positions.
Dukes served as a special con
sultant to the California Con
servation Corps, wcvked as the

development manager for the
City of Inglewood, California,
and was employed as a{m>ject
supervisor for the City of
Inglewood's Redevelopment
Agency.
She holds a master's de
gree in urban and regional plan
ning from the University of
Southern California and a
bachelor's degree from the
University of Redlands.
Dukes is a member of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People and the Black Ameri
can Political Association of
California.

Drive nets 50
units of blood
Fifty peoplegave the giftoflifeon Oct.16by donating
to the Cal State, San Bernardino blood reserve fund.
Another nine peopleattempted to donate but weredeferred
for a variety of medical reasons.
"The Health Center thanks these special donors and
applauds the Student Health Advisory Committee for
hosting the blood drive," said Cecilia McCarron, health
services assistant.
Blood drive workers included volunteers from Asso
ciated Students, Inc., Serrano Village, the Nursing Depart
ment and the Scheduling Office.
Participating vendorsincluded ASI,Baker's, the Coy
ote Bookstore, Food Services and Recreational Sports,
Delmy's,ElPolloLoco,Jersey'sPizza,McDonald's,Paco's
.and the San Bernardino Blood Bank.
Anyone interested in donating blood may visit theSan
STEVEN JENNINGVIhe Chrcnkle
Bernardino Blood Bank, 399 Blood Bank Road, San Ber
nardino. Students can request that their donation be cred Nick Nazarian donates blood at CSUSB onOct. 16.
.J
^
ited to the CSUSB Blood Reserve F u n d . . . . , » . .
!T77TTT f

closed, the voice computer will
tell the student oth^ available
classes."
After the student is finished
punching in ther scheduled codes
on the telefrfione, the computer
will readout all the classes the stu
dent is registered for. Students then
are sent a list of their classes and
fees to their home.
"If students later decide they
want to add or drop a class they
can do so by pressing the key num
ber that isassigned for thai," said
Heftier. "Also, students can even
find out their financial aid status
through touch-tone."
There will be approximately
16 to 32 lines available for stu
dents to call in during about an
18-hour time period.
"This way, there will always
be an assigned operator available
down in the computer center, just
in case students have any ques
tions," said Hefner.
Hefner also mentioned how
there are some other CSU cam
puses that already have touch-tone
registration and "are very pleased
with it."
He thinks switching to touchlone registration is going to really
" benefit CSUSB students.
"This system will put a little
more control in the hands of the
students."

Cal State
to host
Grad Day
by Denlce Haley
Chronicle staff writer
For all students consider
ing graduate education, a
Graduate Information Day will
be held Nov. 5 in front of Pfau
Library. The Panorama Room
in Lower Commons will be
used in case of poor weather.
• Information will be pro
vided concerning various ap
plication, admission and finan
cial aid procedures by repre
sentatives from more than 20
graduate schools in theSouth
ern California area.
Representatives will be
available to answer questitms
fromapiH"Oximately 10a.m.to
2 p.m.
In addition, a forum on
graduate education, sponsored
by the Council of Graduate
Schools/Graduate Record
Exam, will take place tomor
row at the Stouffer Concourse
Hotel, 5400 West Century
Boulevard in Los Angeles,
near the airport
For more informatioi on
this function, call the CSUSB
Graduate Studies Office at
880-5058.

Lab fees rise, add
to financial woes
by Mercy Santoro
Chronicle staff writer
Additional fees will be
charged for students enrolling in
science, art and physical educa
tion courses beginning winter quar
ter.
Science fees will be $10 and
P.E. fees will go from $1 to $5.
"Money made available for
lab support has not kept up with
enrollment and things have gotten
a lot worse this year," said Dr.
John Craig.
Some students are grateful for
.>.th&«addiUoniaJre^nfle.ndiich wiH

translate into new equipment.
"Overall the lab fee will help
students. Equipmentandclasstime
will be of better quality," Stephanie
Barbo, a student, said.
But some students say all the
little expenditures add up to be
quite costly and the lab fees could
be spent on other supplies.
"Student fees do not nearly
cover lab expenses. The lab fee
will help pay for new supplies that
are worn out and broken," Dr.
Klaus Brasch, the chair of the Bi
ology department said.
"There are sometimes as many
as four students to a microscope
and hopefully the money can help
* altenhis inconvenience;"^ he said.
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ENROLLMENT: CSUSB growth tops system
Continued from page 1
12^61enrolled students, the fulltime equivalent (PTE) number of
students is 9,105. Campus record
keepers obtain the PTE student
number by consideringthe amount
of half-time students, the number
of enrolled students not taking 15
units (although 12 units qualify a
student as full-time for individual
purposes) and those thatare taking
15 units. These figures are then

used in an elaborate formula to
compute the PTE number. These
figures are then used to determine
funding allocations in terms of
school programs and building
projects.
This year, CSUSB gained 661
PTE's, a 7.8 percent increase ovalast years 8,445 PTE total. Next
year's ]nojected PTE increase is
6.0 percent of this years totals, (X
546 PTE's.
'The campus is growing r^

idly because of the area we live
in." said Dennis Hefner, Vice
President of Academic Affairs,
"The Inland empire is the fastest
growing region in Southern Cali
fornia, perhaps in the nation."
CSU administrators expect
total systemwide enrollment to
reach 1.5 million by the next de
cade. According to the California
Post Secondary Education Com
mission, the governing body that
oversees the junior college sys

THEFT: Suspect sought
Continued from page 1
t(^ of the stairwell to see who
came up," Lyons said.
Lyons stood at the railing of the
stairwell. He saw a man with a
plastic grocery bag ascend thefust
set of stairs ccunming from the
basement The man saw Lyons,
said "Hi. How are you doing?"
turned, and went backdown stairs,
reported Lycms.
Acccxding to Lyons, he asked
the man what he had in the bag, but

the man acted as if he hadn't un
derstood. Lyons said he saw the
boiler room door q)en but never
saw the man again.
Lyons speculates that the man
may have exited through the stair
well leading out of the prop, room,
or through the trap door of the
theater stage.
Nowicki investigated the boiler
room and fotmd an air compressor
and an abrasive saw taken from
the set design shop and a ttuntable
taken from the music department

In the hall, outside the boiler
room, beneath a pile of scenery
cloth Nowicki found the plastic
grocery bag that Lyons saw the
man earring. The bag contained
the items taken from Robinson's
office- microphone accessories, a
screw driver, a vice and a caliper
set
Robinson had not noticed these
items missing when he was in his
office the day of the theft said
Nowicki.
Lyons described the mart he

tem, the UC system and CSU,Cal
State Universities must fust con
centrate on expanding existing
campuses to their full potential
before CSU builds any new cam
puses.
"The decision reached by the
comission makes good sense. We
should build out campuses before
weconstruct addition^ locations,"
said Hefner.
School executives are quick
to point out that is especially true

saw as6'2''to6'4", approximately
25 years old, with sandy blond
hair and gold rimmed prescription
glasses. Lyons said the night he
saw him, die man was wearing a
grey tank top and grey jeans.
Nowicki is using a sketch that
Lyons drew of the man to aid his
investigation.
Jarrod Long, who was respon
sible for the ten to midnight shift
the night of the KSSB theft, and
Gilbert Ramos, who took over for
Long, have been contacted by
Nowicki. Nowicki said there is no
evidence to believe the KSSB theft
was an inside job.
Because only the physical plant

ItRIFMtOARMa FREEflUilNG RDE
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for CSUSB where we have both of
the key elements necessary for a
beneficial expansion. They say the
location of this campus {xovides
more than adequate acreage and
land resources to compliment the
region's supportive population
growth.
"All new facilities are adirect
result of the state government rec
ognizing the increasing needs of
this rapidly growing area," said
Hefner.

should have access to the boiler
room and beacuse the equipment
found was taken from various
locked doors in the building,
Nowicki acknowledges the possi
bility that the man seen by Lyons
may have a master key.
"If he does have a master key it
is quite possible that he is the per
son responsiblefor the radio ststion
theft," said Nowicki.

The Entertainment
Hotline

880-5941
Pool Tournament
Sign Up NOW at SU Front Desk

100% PURE ROREHRIIIIE

COLIN QUINN

OCT. 31, 1991 SUPfi & ^SP
COnEDy SHOW Eeaturlng;
Colin Quinn &> John Konton
Tickets available' $3.00

WOP. 7, 1991 'POINT BRE^JC
Starring
Patrick. Stvagze 2pm. & 7pm
RecitaC Kali

$ 1.00

One Day Tournament
November 8, 1991
5pm- completion.
Registration $5.00
Only 16 slots available
1st - Catalina Trip for 2
2nd- Raiders vs Seawhawks for 2
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Unsecured computers
Some of the most expensive equipment at Cal
State, San Bernardino lies unprotected on the desks in
offices throughout the campus. Anyone could simply
pick-up one of the many unsecured units on campus
and wik away with it.
We think this situation is intolerable.
CSUSB has no policy that we can find regarding
personal computer (PC) security. The computer
center in the library has a clear policy that all com
puters that students have 'public' access to are fas
tened and locked down to whatever large piece of
furniture they rest on. The same cannot be said for
the average campus office.
CSUSB needs a campus-wide policy on PC
security immediately. Recent thefts of electronic
equipment on this campus illustrate the severity of
this problem. The cost of bringing all PC's on cam
pus up to the necessary security standards is far
outweighed by that of replacing stolen units.
The havoc and chaos resulting when a computer
is lost that contains irreplaceable information must
also be considered.
What a tragedy that scenario would be, considerit could have been avoided with preventive
maintenance.
Visualize our campus being free of the threat of
electronics theft. It requires the inexpensive, one time
installation of an anti-theft device.
The administration must establish a policy for
securing all university-owned computers. It must be
done at once and afterwards the policy must be
strictly adhered to.
Our computers here at The Chronicle are not
secured and frankly we are seriously concerned. We
are within close proximity to KSSB, the campus
radio station where recent devastating thefts of unse
cured electronics equipment occurred.

The Chronicle sta
Sean Fremon. Editor in cfuef
Stacy McClendon, Managing editor
Chariene S. Hurley, Campus Life editor
Lara Naboura, Feature editor
Rotee Groesc, Arts and Entertainment editor
Steven Jennings. Photography director
Gracie Dowling, Art directed'
Mary Cox, Brie/j
Lousic Bachman. Correspondance
Business
Aileen Crawford, Business manager
Toni Calvino Mellinger, Advertising directed
Carrie M. Williamson, Asst. Advertising director
Deb(»ah Medina, Classifuds director

Editorial staff
yohn Andrews, Mike Bremmer, Pam Bussberg, Victoria Castro, Nicole
Christopher, Cheiyl Clark, Terence Cdlins, Dean Dermesa, Edward
Duflack, Jessica Fort, Tracy Gordon, Mitchell Halbreich, Denice
Haley, Amy Heriuge, Charies Horton, Dawn Howard, Michelle
Huereque, Kristen Jensen, Tiffany Jones, John L Lewis, Chris
McDonald, Tracy Olson, Griselda Paredes, Mercedees Santora,
Shanyn Smith, Krestin Trdnzo, Tina Torres
Adviser: Dr. Josejrfi Webb
The Chronicle is located in CA 223. Our phone number is 880-5931

Setting professional standards
by Dr. Joseph Webb
Chronicle adviser
Every,good university
deserves a good campus newspa
per, one that appears regularly
and one that keeps the campus
community well-informed as to
what is going on within its
boundaries. How to get the best
possible campus newspaper,
though, remains a difficult issue.
On mega-campuses, with
tens of thousands of students, a
well-financed, totally indepen
dent daily campus newspaper is
a possibility. But on a campus
the size of ours, that is not a
viable option.
What is called for instead is
a university administration that
wants a quality campus newspa

per, and that is willing to provide
support for an on-campus
newspaper - allowing it to have
both independence and an
atmosphere for learning journal
istic professionalism. That is
what I believe to be happening
now at Cal Stale, San Bernar
dino.
I was brought to the campus
this year not just as a ccMnmunication faculty member, but
specifically, to work with the
journalism smdents in revamp
ing The Chronicle and raising it
to as high a professional level as
possible.
My philosophy as a newspapCT advise* is relatively simple.
I serve, in a sense, as a qualitycontrol person. It is not my ta^
to censor the newspaper on
anyone's behalf; it is not my

task to tell students what they
can or cannot do in the newspa
per. It is a student-operated
newspaper. My task is to set
professional standards and help
students to understand those
standards and, to the best of their
ability, measure up to them. If
something is not professionallydone, it will need to be re-done
until it is.
The campus newspaper will
probably never be error-free; no
newspaper is, to tell the truth.
But the campus newspaper. The
Chronicle, should - ami will follow the canons of sound
American journalism; and
students on the newspaper staff
will be expected to measure up
to those canons to the best of
their student abilities.

Letters: Carpool parking spaces full
In response to your "Parking
Woes" article in Oct 11 issue, it
is very obvious that the writer
isn't a carpooler.
I find it very hard to believe
that these spaces have been
observed by you empty. When
are you out there? 11 p.m.?
During the last school week,
Oct 14-18 I've taken note that
these spaces are full and twice
had to find parking elsewhere.
You mentioned a parking
shortage, there are spots avail
able but not as in prime locations
' as die carpdol spxe's.

I take advantage of the
carpool program and the
improvements I feel are neces
sary are more spaces and have
them more evenly distributed
through the lots and maybe even
in the back lot behind the library.
Parking Services is doing a good
job keeping illegal parkers out of
these spaces, but they need to
figure out a less wasteful
approach to the permits - like a
date stamp and attendants
initialling each day instead of a
five-by-seven piece of paper
everyday.

In closing, maybe if more
students and people would ride
share we'd get to see the
mountains behind us more often.
Furthermore, it would free up
more parking spaces overall.
And for all your non-ridesharing
beggars who greet us as we
leave pleading for our carpool
cards: so you can park close, my
suggesticHi is to get a bike, a
buddy or a good pair of walking
shoes.
S.L. Ruport.
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The blond, the joker and the joke
Humor meets hostility with targeted insults

by Amy Heritage
Chronicle staff wri^r
Stoop-shouldered, slackjawed, this person stares me up
and down as if I were stapled in the
cent^ of a magazine. Trapped
behind the counter at my job,
striped with a scarlet vest and a
"We Sell Satisfaction" butU}n, I
try to remain polite and friendly,
and ignore his glare. The employee
handling this customer's transac
tion becomes entrapped in a 'good
'ol boy' association as this cus
tomer asks him, "Wanna' hear a
blond joke?"
Every one around looks from
me to the joke teller, back to me.
My embarrassment deepens as he
moves me from a silent object to
acknowledged object Feeling ex
posed but urgent to save my feel
ings from the heartless laughter
that will follow the punchline, I
face the man, look straight into his
eyes, and charge, "Don't."
He never met my gaze. He never
in any way responded to me. The
person went on telling the joke as
if I were just a picture in a maga
zine, as if I didn't matter. With his
disregard my powCT to defend my
character, my power to (M-otect my
humanness, was stolen. He leftme
defenseless. I was no longer a per
son with feelings who could be
heard. I was just a blond to be
looked at and laughed aL
An object to be looked at and
laughed at; is that what the su
preme force intended for fair
people to be? Hoe we have an
insider's (or should that be
outsider's?) personal experience
of a common practice; that is the
telling of blond jokes. The sce
nario raises some complex ques
tions about ourselves and our soci
ety. Why do we lau^h at blond

jokes? Why are blonds made into
objects? As an intelligent univer
sity ctxnmunity wecan reason the
answers to these questions and
more. All we need to do is probe
this blond joke contingency, ex
amining all aspects of it Let us
therefore discuss the blond, the
. joker, and the joke.
The blond. P«wns whose hair
is yellow in color are sometimes
refered to as blonds, just as per
sons whose hair is red in color are
sometimes referred toas redheads.
Each term denotes hair color, but
the term blond, becauseof circum
stances we will examine, suggests
more.
Here it is fundamental to state
the obvious. The color of hair has
nothing todowith intellect, dispo
sition or judgment. This is basic
logic. Every one knows this. Un
fortunately, some chose to ignore
it, necessitating this discussion
which should bring them back to
their senses.
Hair color only effects an
individual's ^pearance,and how
that p^^n is perceived by others.
This leads us to our first crucial
question. How are blonds per
ceived?
On asking a friend what he
wants you to pick up for him at the
store and receiving, "a blond" as a
rq)ly, what kind of person comes
to mind? A charismatic football
player, bulging with masculinity.

"Everyone looks around from me to the joke
teller, back to me. My embarrassmentment
deepens as he moves me from a silent object to
acknowledged object."
come to our second crucial ques
tion. Why is this the way blonds
are perceived?
From playing with Barbies
when we're babies to facing the
Marilyn Monroe legacy at midadulthood, we procreate a com
mon belief about women and blond
hair. Thisbeliefisthatany woman
who is or can become blond should
be dumb, beautiful, and readily
available for any one who wants to
play with her. H«e we have the
sociological reality. Now let's try
for the psychological reality.
Some individuals, p^haps due
toa need to frt intoa classification,

appreciate being acknowledged as
a Marilyn Monroe/ Barbie Doll
blond. Here again, we must state
the obvious. To attempt
acknowledgementasasterotypical
blond is an individual's preroga
tive and it is also her prerogative to
attempt termination of this
acknowledgement if and when she
chooses.
Some individuals may bleach
their hair, flaunt an attitude of van
ity, and/ or act ditsy to gel atten
tion. These actions can create a
supercilious atmosphere which
may cause people around them to
feel uncomfortable. As this dis

like Brian Boswmh? An adorable
little boy, like Home Alone's
Macauley Culkin? Or, perhaps we
might picture a classic comedian
type, like Larry from The Three
Stooges? I think not
Typically images of Ellen
Barkin, Kim Basinger, or which
ever woman is currently courting
the public with her body and blond
hair come to mind. Now we have

Toirum

Gentiemen and Ladies Hair Styling
Hair Styles New and Old

Telephone: 883-8594
^potntments Encouraged

203 East 40th Street
Wildwood
Plaza
Two Doors East of Thrifty

Sponsored by Marketing 423.
li®Mac Knows. Apple Macintosh.®
TTiis ad

by/PPfe psmputi^. Inc. Apple

»nd

j

comfort contributes tothe founda
tion of the joker, let us move to that
subject.
The joker. The joker is a con
siderably less complex than the
blond, thus the discussion herewill
be brief.The joker is a person who
tells blond jokes because she or he
gains a personal satisfaction fix)m
it. This satisfaction is gained
through the following: the well
known put-othere-down/ makeyourself-feel-up phenomenon, the

See BLONDS, Page 16
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IPC considers new fraternity

New adviser
appointed to
Chronicle

In an attempt to enlarge the
Greek system at Cal State, San
Bernardino, Uie Interfratemity
Council has begun an expansicsi
|Kt)cess. Starting last May, a
committee was organized to in
vestigate thelikelihood ofbringing another men's fraternal organizationtocampus. Thecommiuee was headed by IPC vice
president, Greg Saks, and con
sisted of delegates from each of
dte four fraternities.
The committee's first item
of business was to lay down a
guideline for what each of the

TKE * EN * AEO *EX
potential fraternities would have
to meet in order to be selected.
Items included risk reduction
policy, pledge programming and
an active participation in the
colonization process by the na
tional organization were priori
ties discussed by the committee.
A letter was then sent to about 50
national fraternal organizations
expressing these concerns for
expansion.

This fall 25 organizations
rq)lied with interest in receiving
colonization status on campus.
In an effort to narrow down the
field ctf selection, the committee
chose three of the best qualified
organizations.
The next step in dieprocess
will be a presentation given by
the three organizations to each
of the presidents of the fraterni
ties. This will take place o\er

the first two Sattirdays of No
vember. Each of the four frater
nity presidents will then vote on
which organiz^on is best quali
fied fm* Cal State.
"Hc^fully, with hard work die
organizati(xi selected will begin
colonization in mid January of
1992," said J. Bradley HOTton,
IPC president.
**This will depend on what
the committee feels isybesi for
the Greek system, but^we are
excited to consider the possibil
ity for expansion," he said.

by Renee Groese
Arts and Entertainment editor
Along wiih staff changes, The
Chronicle received a new adviser,
Dr. Joseph M. Webb, this quar
ter at Cal Stale University, San
Bernardino. Webb previously
taught journalism, broadcasting,
persuasion and language courses
at Milligan College in Tennessee,
Pepperdine University, and Cal
Stale University, Northridge.
Originally from Ilinois,Webb
did his undergraduate studies at
Lincoln Christian College in Illi
nois, and received his master'sand
doctorate from the University of
Illinois. Webb also has a master's
in theological studies from Emory
College in Atlanta.
Previously, Webb was a re
porter and an editorial writer for
the Lindsey-Schaub newspapers
in Illinois. He covered two ses
sions of the Illinois General As
sembly and reported on taxation
and education issues for six Illi
nois daily papers for six years.
When a^ed what he likes
about CSUSB compared to other
universities he's taught at, Webb
said he likes the fact that CSUSB
is relatively new, and that the tra
ditions fa* the campus are still
evolving.
Webb teachescommunicaticHi
classes of persuasion, writing for
print media, and the newspaper
practicum. As the new adviser,
Webb plans to be of help as much
as possible, and to keep the news
paper in a good sound working
condititm.
"The Chronicle has ibe po
tential to be one of the very good
newspapers in the Cal State sys
tem," Webb Said. "There is a lot
of work to be sone, but the news
paper students are enthusiastic,
and it is possible to set some highstandards."

M-atla's

mmm

Drive iti
JAexican

Serving the Inland Empire for 17 years

NOW HIRING:
ENEQQSmC

in

JAexican 5tgte

Open 11am till 7pm Closed Sunday
11am till 6pm Saturday

COCKTAILERS
HOSTESSES
FOODSERVERS
COOKS
FULL or PART TIME positions
Apply in Person:
205 E. Valley
Colton

A Qarhaqe Burrlto
4202 Sierra Way. San Bernardino
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A.S. box office offers students ticket deals
By J. Denlce Haley
Chronicle staff writer
An evming at the movies can
quickly empty the pockets of an
average college student: two
people at seven dollars a piece,
and then there is popcorn and so
das to be consumed. All of this
adds up to more than $20 just to
see a movie. Is it any wonder video
stores are experiencing a booming
business?
However, a movie on the big
screen is much more exciting.
What is a student to do? Go to the
Associated Students Box Office
Book Co-Op and purchase your
tickets there at a discount.
The AS Box OfTice provides
movie tickets for Edwards, Pa
cific, Krikorian, AMC, and Gen
eral Cinema theaters and are good
at all their Southern California lo
cations. The discounted priceis $4
per ticket for all cinemas except
Edwards theatres which charge
$3.75. (Discounted tickets are not
acceptedfor special engagements.)
In addition, the box office sells
Magic Mountain tickets year round
at a discounted rate of $17 from
the regular admission of $24. At
various times of the year, these
tickets are piced at $12.50. Cur
rently this special price is avail

I

able. Check with the box office
for specific dates or look for the
many flyers posted around cam
pus for infnmation.
Another event the box office
covers with discounted tickets is
the Renaissance Festival which is
held in San Bernardinofrom April
to June each year.
Aside form selling tickets,
the box office also runs a book co
op at the end and beginning of
each school quarter. The co-op
allows for students to sell their
used books on a consignment ba
sis.
*Tor a 50 cent handling fee
per book, students can set their
own price for their used books,"

said Kelly Miller, manager, "and
then other students can buy these
books at usually a cheaper price
than the bookstore."
During final exams and the
first few weeks of a new quarter,
books will be set out in fiont of the
library and in or outside the box
office."It's a good opportunity for
students who want to get the most
for their books," said Miller.
An addititmal service the box
office provides is rental discounts
on camping equipment Students
may purchase recreational rental
cards which entitle them to rent
tents, lanterns, back packs and
other camping gear at a low price
per day.

The AS box office book co
op is located in the Student Union
and is open 11 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon
day and Wednesday, 10 a.m.-6
p.m. Tuesday and TTiursday, and

10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Friday. For more
information, call the box office at
880-5933. When buying tickets, it
is recommended that students
present a student I.D. card.

BUMPS & GRINDS
IN TI4£ PIT
COMPermve RACING FOR PRIZES
MUSIC - FUN & EXCITEMENT
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
$2.50 FOR 5 MINUTES |
1 $ .50 OFF WITH THIS AD

i

i

HAUNTT!) HOUSE
OCT. 29 OO
ADUVTS $v^.OO CWtOPEN l2«rUNDEP $2-00

IPM §tt®p A
2400 FOOTHILL BLVD.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
HOURS:
5 P M - 1 0 PM T U E S . " THUR.
5 PM - MIDNIGHT FRI. - SUN.

Mr.U.rnon
3 ^^--Esss!e
3
N
g RUilto

/nie Oraiele

DGKISB HALEY

Paufa Carton purchases tickets from Laura Ball

Mac has user friendly applications for
Students, Faculty, and Staff in:
m MS-DOS
# Word Processing
# Spreadsheets
# Statistics
# Graphics and much more...
# Educational Discounts at the
Bookstore.

- • •• •

Sponsored by Marketing 423.

#®Mac Knows. Apple Macintosh.^
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IN BRIEF
KSSB open house
KSSB Radio invites students,
acuity and staff to visit the station
in the Creative Arts conference
room. Room 186, Monday, 2-4
?.m., to view the new jM^oduction
studio,

Halloween Pub Notes
»A11 day Thursday the pub will
feature drink specials, entertain
ment, free popcorn, and other
goodies.
•The movie "Dracula" will play
on big-screen TV at 10 p.m.
•Colin Quinn, formerly of
MTV'S Remote Conuol, 810p.m.

* H

AIKT's long distance savings plan can take you to this loeation.
AT&T has always helped colleg; students call the places they want to call. In &ct, one of our

Committee vacancies
Associated Students, Inc., is
looking for people to fill 14 schoolwide committees. The time
committment is one to two hours
per week. Interested people can
call David Timms at 880-5930.

savings plans for off-campus students, the SelectSaver-'Plan, lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code

Halloween dorm events
Serrano Village holds several
events Wedneday and Thursday:
On Wednesday, a Halloween
carnival will be held 7-10 p.m.

you

call most often. For just $1.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents

ICSSB logo contest
Campus radio station KSSB
is holding a logo design cOTtest for
its T-shirts and bumper stickers.
The logo, which must incorporate
hot pink and turquoise blue colors,
must be turned in to tlie station by
Nov. 13. For more information
call Brian Murphy at 880-5772.
There is a $25 prize for the dc.sign
chosen.

. weekdaysf • And now AT&T can take you to another place you've always wanted to go. Just
a minute

enter

the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip for you and a guest to any US. and any

Marketing club
'Ibe Cal State, San Bernardino,
American Marketing Association
holds its next meeting Tuesday at
5 p.m., in Temporary Classroom
003. The meeting will featureGary
May from Foothill Presbyterian
Hospital, who will talk about health
care marketing and employment
lopporiunities. Members will also
be able to sign up to see a TV
itaping of Perfect Strangers. For
imore information ^bout the club
call Tyler Treadway at 880-5961.

(Crazy game show
•

The Blizzard of Bucks Crazy
Game Show is today, 10 a.m.'noon, at the Cal State, San BemarIdino, main lawn. People can win
lup to $500 in prizes in the "money
machine."

European rock concert. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. • So let us help you choose the

savings plan that's right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears.
lb sign up for an AT&T savings plan for off-campus students, caU

•InctuJes continental U S Alaska, Hawaii. Puerto RK:O and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
depends on subscriber calling patterns. Processing lee of $2.00 applies. Day rates apply from 8am to 5 pm.

^

©1991 AT&T

OFFICIAL RUI-F.S—NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

lOWa»Hwiln»smustt>ereceiveol>y DecemlMf30.1991

_

Ifc-l«. rtl matlm* riaienoto «h>»«M.pf

„

r
1
'

- nnuill DiauJIiH irtll tl»

W
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Enter the AT&T "It Can Happen To Me" Sweepstakes.
To enter, complete this form and mail lo:
AT&T "It Can Happen To Me" Sweepstakes,
Box 2501, Cedar Grove, New Jersey 07009-2501

.Name (PleasePrim).
College
Address
City.
)
I Phone

n . o » w . . co«e^»»

llmnmlnaii—

«

jPall leadership conference
A fall leadership conference
will be held Nov. 9. Attendees can
learn about solving conflicts,.being creative and building a team.
Brochures are available at the Stu
dent Union and Student Life Of
fice.

AT&T

1800 654-0471, Ext. 7457. To enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me"
Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon below.

n

.Year in school.
Slate

.Zip.

I
Gnnd Prtz* Wtnivw wid
Minpanion conMiil to Uw um ol
erwwwww
for puMlcttT or tnKt. purpo*»* wlWiout lurthor comport**Ion. Ho ro*pon*»IHty LO MMimod lor IOPI,
suos-i^es. Mvenisirtg agances, MEDIAAMERICA. INC anfl their Drogiam suppl^rs This otter is wid

LI8T. P.0.BOH

C^ntrml

•«.I.P...=.TAT -IT

Yoffc. NY tOW by January 90tK Wil*

"""

Current Long Distance Company AT&T _ MCI — SPRINT _ OTHER —
I Current Calling Card Comfany
AT&T_MCI_SPRINT_0THER_
' • On Campus Student • Off Campus Student
<w)

I

All enina must be received by 12, JO/91. No purchase necessary. Void where prohibHed.

' You must be 18 years of age or cfider to enter.
I

©1991 AT&T

.
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Big Bear hosts annual German tradition
Oktoberfest will becelebrated
this weekend in Big Bear, an hour
arul fifteen minutes frc»n San Ber
nardino, 7 p.m. Friday to mid
night, nocHi U) midnight on Satur
day and noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
Friday's entertainment will be
provided by "The Tempo Band"
by Gracle Dowling
with lots of polka and German
Chronicie art director
tunes.
"The Tempo Band" will be
It's late afternoon and the back on Saturday 1-6 p.m. The
amber light imitates the warm scent Big Bear "Polka Tots" will per
of wienerschnitzel and stout G^- form at 2 p.m. "The Villagers" manbeer. Strains of lively music more German music, will run from
fill the air as mountain folk and 7 p.m. to closing and Log Sawing
flatlanders (those of us who live and Yodeling contest finals will
down below), mingle together to be hied at 6 p.m.
celebrate an old German tradition.
Simday begins with "The Vil
Oktoberfest, so the story goes, lagers" 1-5p.m. "PolkaTots" will
was first celebrated over400years perform again at 2:30. Stein hold
ago in Bavaria. It became a major ing contest final will be held at
ho(^la in October of 1810 when 3:30 p.m.and closing ceremonies
King Ludwig I of Bavaria decided will take place at 5 p.m.
to give his iMide Theirsien some
In the huge main room of the
thing special on their wedding day. Big Bear Lake Convention Cen
Ludwigs' party was jM^tly impres ter, there's always something go
sive. And so Oktoberfest ccxitin- ing on. Costumed revelers dance
ues annually as a time to celebrate gaily to a vig(»t)us tempo, even
the joy of living and the fall har the littleonesstrut their stuff. Many
vest
kinds of beer are available to try

Yodeling, polka

GRAOE OOWUNCyilM Oraicle
for the drinking crowd. If drink
ing is a favored pastime, be sure to

appoint a designated driver who
won't imbibe. Plenty varieties of

pastry and heaps of German-style
cuisine are available at affordable
prices.
The Oktoberfest has more to
offer than foot stompin' festivi
ties. There are also booths with
hand crafted items and pony rides
and super bounce jumping fun for
the kids.
Midway games lend a carni
val flavtM* to the fall fun fest. Come
on up, spend some time, you'll
even see a lot of stars at night.
Big Bear City has rows of
quaint village shops to browse.
If you'vegot little people with
you, the Moonridge Zoo is fun to
see and it's free! Follow the signs
on Moonridge Drive.
Anyone can appreciate the
beauty of this high mountain lake
and the calm surroundings of tow
ering pines.
To get towhere the air is clear
take Highway 30 to 330 and on to
18. Stay on 18halfway around the
lake and follow the signs to Big
Bear City. The Oktoberfest is on
Division St.,atHighway 18inBig
Bear.

UNlV£gtU r r

S
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MONDAY

"Monday Nile
Football"
$3.00 PITCHERS
(COOR'S LIGHT)
(MILLER LITE)
NACHOS
-ORPIZZA BY THE
SLICE

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

"Greek Nite"
8:00 p.m.
to
CLOSE
$2.50 PITCHERS
1/2 PRICE ON
PIZZA
& SALADS

"Greenies For
A Buck"

"Mug Nite"

8:00 p.m.
to
CLOSE

$5.00 FOR MUG
PURCHASE
(YOU KEEP MUG)
$2.50 REFILL
EACH TIME
YOU BRING MUG
BACK
Coronita Nite
Bucket of 6
For $5.00

MOLSON
LABATTS
MOOSEHEAD

(Must Have Greek I.D.)

OPEN

10 a.m. -11 p.m.
Sunday - Thursday
10 a.m. - Midnight
Friday & Saturday

Mon, Tues, & Wed Nite
Food Specials Spm-Close

THURSDAY

886-0008

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

"College Nite"
(8:00 to Close)
32 oz CUP
OF MILLER LITE
or
COORS LITE
for $1.75 on
EACH REFILL
ORIGINAL
PURCHASE
for $2.50
(Must Have College I.D.)
PIZZA BY THE
SLICE
AFTER 10:(X) p.m.

25 oz.
STEINLAGERS
for $2.00
12 oz.
HEINEKINS
for $1.00
(8:00 p.m. to
Close)

Kings Hockey Special
During any Kings game we televise
Pitchers : $3.00 Coors Lite-or- Miller Lite
$4.00 Moosehead

Two of the several trees sutxiued by machinery lay still. Their fate now rests with construction workers.

Largest building underway
by Steven Jennittgs
Chronicle photography director
Construction has begun on
what will be Cal State, San
Bernardino's, largest building.
GrouiKibreaking ceremonies were
held for the School of Business
and Information Sciences Build
ing Wednesday in the open field
between the gym, dorms and the
Health Center.
The building will house the
School of Business and Public
Administration as well as the De
partment of Computer Science and
Mathematics. Providing 133,700
total square feetof space,the build
ing will offer 288 self-instruction
computer labs, 169 faculty offices,
and educational accommodations
for 2,000 students.
ftt)viding ample opportunity
for student interaction with fac
ulty members, an elevated roof
deck will adjoin the building's two
sections. The building will becomprised of two wings: a five-story
faculty office and a three-story
classroom portion.
ConstructitMi of the project is
expected to be completed by No
vember 1993. Cal-Pac Construc. tion. Incorporated, of Los Ange
les, California serves as the gen
eral contractor for the project

Aiafge au9eC:i$.imd^AGrsipeto pk^jup^sfXioisoi

PhotiOgPcipht)

Steren
JennlngS

»A4diye'treestand64n(l^ismoe^4ti9destriJdtionaroandt'
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Halloween dates back 12 centuries
by Angela Fremon
Special to the Ct^onicle
Halloween - traditionally it is
thoughtof as the time when young
children dress up in goofy cos
tumes and go begging d^r-todoor for goodies. Howev^, that
tradition has ctxne a long way since
the holiday was first celebrated
more than 12 centuries ago.
During these Medieval times,
when superstition was preval^t,
there was one European tribe, the
Celtics, who were especially wary
of evil spirits. Fw them, Hallow
een was the day when the dead
would return to mingle with the
living. On this dreaded night, all
the witches, demons, hobglobins,
trolls and every otho* kind of evil
spirit were allowed to roam the
earth.
The Celts considered this very
frightening and as a means of scar
ing away these witches and evil
spirits, they would bum bonfires
throughout the night, shout loudly
and dancearound w^th pitchforks.
This tradition went on for
many centuries and until recently
was still followed in some Euro
pean countries. Ontheoth^hand,
in Amoica it was turned into a
festival of parties. Insteadof danc
ing around with pitchforks,Am^cans of all ages now dress up in
various outlandi^ costumes and
either go trick-or-treating, attend
bam dances and parties, or visit
manmade haunted houses. But
why?
Well, as tradition goes, it is
said that one of our most wellknown Hallowed customs, trickor-treating in costumes, began
during the pagan New Year feast.
Back then, it was thought that
ghosts would visit houses of the
living and in turn be greeted with
a banquet-laden table. Once the
feast was over, the villagers would
dress in costumes, to represent the
souls of the dead and parade to the
outskirts of town in (xder to lead
the ghosts away, hence came the
•treat part of hick-or-treat.
As far as the trick side, it is
thought to have originated from
the night before Halloween , or
Mischief Night. Pet^le used to
believe that on this night ghosts
and fairies would roam the roads
curdling milk and riding people's
horses to exhaustion. Thus, prac
tical jokes ran rampant across the
country, all being blamed on these
little mischievous creatures.
However, there's still one
other tradition that might baffle
many, the jack-o-lantem, which
originated from th^

believed that a stingy, drunken
Irishman named Jack tricked the
devil into swearing he would never
try toclaim Jack's soul. So, when
Jack died, he was refused at heaven
and proceeded tothe devil's home.

But, the devil, living up to his
promise, also refused Jack. As
Jack proceeded to leave, the devil
threw a coal at him, which Jack
took and placed inside a turnip he
had been eating. Since then. Jack

has been traveling around the earth,
with his "jack-o-laniem," search
ing fOT a place to rest.
Now every halloween chil
dren proudly display their jack-olantems on porch steps across

America. These traditions along
with wearing costumes and trickor-treating have come a long way
since the days when people tried to
ward away evil spirits and used to
take ghosts seriously.

Free Video Rentals
and Superstar Shades!

When You Sign Up for Student Banking
Don't miss Bank of America's Student Banking
Double Feature. This electriiying duo is a
winning combination of financial convenience
and purchasing power, where BofA checking
accounts team up with BankAmericard® creit
cards to deliver the high-flying hit of the college
season.

access to California's largest branch and fullservice ATM network, and a VERSATEL-® card
that allows you to get cash at over 2,200
VERSATELLER® ATMs in California and the
western U.S.

Enter to Win Raging
Prizes!
Smart students will be sure to enter the Student
Great G^ts and Cool
Banking Double Feature Sweepstakes for a
Convenience!
chance to win a trip for two to Orlando, Florida
Open a checking account and get a pair of
Superstar Shades and two free video rentals from or a TVA^CR combination. No purchase
The Wherehouse. Apply for a BankAmericard® necessary,
credit card and get 2 more Iree video rentals.
Now playing. Stop by and ask for details at:
This offer is good only while supplies last and
• 130 W. 40th St,, San Bernardino, CA 92407
(714) 381-8766
ends October 31,1991.
248 W. Highland Ave., San Bernardino, CA 92406
In addition to diese great gifts, college
(714)381-8564
students get free "summer mondis" checking,*
• 305 E. State St., Redlands, CA 92373
(714) 798-8201

m

Bank of Amarica
Vbu gel more rn»n the leaderr
*Cffer applies to monthiy service char^. Charges for overdrafts and
other account related services still apply.

©1991 Bank of America NT&SA* Member FDIC
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SIGMA CHI
Alpha Phi is very ex
cited for this years Derby
Days events. Alpha Phi's
past victories were in 1988
and 1989. but last years
loss has prepared our
chapter in every way
possible for a sweeping
victory in 1991. Not only is
Derby Days a chance to
show our competitive
skills, but Alpha Phi feels
this is an excellent oppor
tunity to promote good
greek relations between
each sorority.
Alpha Phi's Philanthropy
is the Alpha Phi Founda
tion. The money which we
raise for our philanthropy
goes toward heart projects
and cardiovascular re
search.
• • • • • •

We would like to end in
staying we wish ADP, KD
and AKA the very best of

luck.
Alpha Delta Pi, winners
of last years Derby Days,
are ready for some healthy
competition.
"We are proud to be a
part of such a worth wile
cause." says Teresa
Cassuchi, a Derby Days
representative for Alpha
Delta Pi. It's a fun way to
do community service.and
build good relations with
the other Greek houses on
campus.
Alpha Delta Pi supports
the Ronald Mc Donald and
is hoping to earn funds to
donate to the building of
the new Loma Linda
#»•••••••••••••••

-A

-\

sx

facility.

The concept of Derby
Days is an international
Sigma Chi tradition that is
observed by over 75% of
our chapters throughout the
c^endaryear. It's history
dates back to the early
1900's, when the Alpha
Beta Chapter at UC Berke
ley first held what they
called the "Channing Way
Derby" (so namea because
the chapter house was
located on Channing Way).
The Channing Way Derby
was very different from our
current version, as it
consisted mainly of humor
••••

••••

ous skits performed by the
Fraternity members.
Furthermore, the Berkely
Sigs considered the Derby
as a local production, and
did not think to gain the
interest of other chapters.
Derby Days, as we
know it today, actually
emerged in 1935, when
Edward Stothart, Beta
Sigma Chapter Consul

publicized in the local
media. Soon, the Beta
Sigma Derby Days, or
the"Circle Park Derby" as
it was then called, became
the most popular annual

I event at the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville.
The appeal of the first real
"Derby Days" quickly
' spread to other Sigma Chi
chapters, who began
(East Tennessee State),
planning "Derby"events on
their own campuses.
borrowed the Berkeley
ideas and expanded upon
At CSUSB, the evolu
it. The result was a full
tion of Derby Days has
blown trade-and -field
' reflected the change and
event the not only utilized
growth of our own Greek
System, This year we are
sorority participation, but
happy to welcome AKA
faculty and community
into the festivities. To
resources as well. The
event itself was enjoyed by them as to all of our spir
a crowd of over 1,000
ited sorority participants.
people, and was widelv

• • • • • • • • * *

0

V.

COLLEGE NITE
/

/>

collhr Brink spei;ihl
•" A

/

a

•ice)
(Bottle Beer Regular Price)

'

"SUNDAY"
SUNDAY

NO COVER WITH STUDENT l.D.
MUST BE 21.

1905 S. Commercenter E.San Bernardino, CA 92408

(714)884-7233
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DERBY DAYS

we wish a hearty gcxxl

mBcsmeasmcym

luck.

DERBV DflVS SCHEDULE OF EUENTS

The Kappa Delta
Sorority was founded on
October 23,1897 at State
Normal School at
Famersville, Virgina. In
retrospect to Califorina
State University San
Bernardino, Kappa Delts
we are now enjoying our
second year on campus.
Our local philantherophy
project is the Children in
Crisis center located out of
St. Bemardines Hospital.
Kappa Delta would like to
extend its best wishes to all
the sororities at CSUSB.
We're looking forward to a
great Derby Days with all
the sororities and the men
of Sigma Chi.

f

ADVERTISlVffiNT

^OCTOBER 27
Car Wash
Time: 10:00A.M. - 4:00P.M.
Location: 76 Station on Sierra Way and
40th St.

COORDINATED BY
DANIEL HERNANDEZ

OCTOBER 31
Time: 12:00-3:00P.M
Location: In front of Libary
1. Bobbing for Apples
2. She is dizzy
3. Hot * tator
4. King Tut's Dream

Come Jolo your Friends
at the Outhach
Daily Drink Specials:
Monday$1.50 Long Island Iced Teas
Tuesday$1.00 Drink Night
Wednesday- $1.50 Margaritas
Thursday- $ .25 Progressive (starts 8pm)
Friday$8.(X) Buckets, 64 oz Long Island
' Iced Teas, AMF, Zombies
Saturday-$3.50 Pitchers

fOVEMBER 1
Time: 12:00-3:00
Location: In front of libary
1. Five legged race
2. Tug-of-war
3. Betty Crocker's Brigade
4. Obstacle Course
At 6:00P.M. Volleyball in Gym

Also ... Monday Night Football on Big Screen T.V.
with $3.50 Pitchers
Outback Bar & Grill
498 W. 40th St.
San Bernardino
882-6535

rOVEMBER 2
Tlme:6:00 P.M.
Loction: Creatives Arts Building
THE LIP SYNC

M c Qraiv

Insurance Agcncg

MlcliaeC J. Mc Qratr
Life, Auto, Mototcycle, Personal watercraft
"Insure to^ag rest asstre^ Tcrtmcrcw^

TLilS CERTIFICATE
GOOD FOR

10%

222 E. Highland Ave. No 4
San Bernardino, Ca. 92404

O

F
F

CLOTHING
3

Phone (714) 881-1811
Fax (714) 883-2311

DAYS

GUARANTEED
FOR MORE DETAILS CALL US!

PLACEI\rT1A (714) 5294379
SAN BERNARDINO (714) 8844777
DISCOUNT OFFER EXPIRES DEC 1. 1991

SOME EXCLUSIONS DO APPLY.

WINDOW TINTING
COUPON

II
I
jI
I

• Automotive • Residential
• Look Cool Be Cool I
• Reduce Glare
REGULAR PRICE
WlthThisAd
!
• Slow Fabric LFading
GIFT CERTinCATES AVAILABLE

15%
OFFl
j

FREE ESTIMATES

825-9133

W I N D O W

T I N T I N G

I

Authorized Dealer/Applicator
COUPON

898
Lata
Suite 'TT'
Colton
Energy Control Products

*
I
•
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Prof defends Thomas, natural law
Norman
explains the
fear of the
concept
by Stacy McClendon
Chronicle managing editor
Before the allegations about
sexual harrasment, the most seri
ous threat against Clarence Tho
mas* Supreme Court nomination
was his belief in natural law.
Natural law is "that sense of
justice that exists independent of
human creation that is accessible
to human beings through human
reason," said Dr. Linda NOTman,
assistant professor of political sci
ence at Cal State, San Bernardino.
The philosophy of natural law ar
gues that there is an absolute right
and wrong that exists outside of
wavering human opinions.
Norman was a supports of
Thomas* nominationandanadvocate of natural law.
But she adtitits that she is in
the minority OT this issue. She
said natural law scares people for

Natural law is "that sense of justice that exists
independent of human creation that is accessible to
human beings through human reason,
-Dr, Linda Norman

two reasons.
"The simple answer is igno
rance,** she said.
But a more complex answer
deals with the fact that human rea
son is imperfect "It scares us
whenpeq3leclaimahigherdignaty
for their ideas," Norman said, not
ing that there are laws that existed
before humans did.
But Norman believes Chat
some things are not the subject of
opinion. "Something is there that
points to acode that human beings
must follow or not follow at their
own peril."
This code includes deep-set
feelings against murder, slav^
and child abuse.
But when natural law is not
followed, Norman said people are
able to litCTally getaway with mur
der.
Norman cited the Jeffery
Dahmer casein which a man mur
dered people, cut them upand then

ate portions of them. There is,
Norman claimed a "natural revul
sion'* against such people and acts.
This revulsion stems from natural
law.
However, lawyers for Dahmer
are already claiming their client is
insane and that he was abused as a
child and therefore not respon
sible for his actions.
"We've lost sight of what is
right and wrong," Norman said.
She said this stems from a
German school of thought called
**positive law" claiming that there
is no right or wrong. Instead, it
claims humans make it so.
Machiavelli started the phi
losophy of positive law when he
claimed in The Prince that'Virtiue
is vice." Other philosophical pro
ponents of positive law include
Fredrick Nilche, Karl Marx, and
Jean-Paul Sane.
Suineme Court Justices who
were advocates of positive law

include Oliver Wendall Holmes
and Hugo Black.
Norman said positive law
theorists believe"Because we have
Under that definition, "What's
wrong with Hitler or Stalin?"
Norman wondered.
But Natural Law claims that
humans are responsible for their
actions and that some things are
not subject to opinion.
For instance, it would be
nearly impossible for the 13ih
Amendment, the one prohibiting
slavery, to be repealled because
"Slavery offends that sense of natu
ral law," Norman said. "Justice is
a function of natural law" and our
sense of justice comes frcMn a fun
damental belief in equality.
So why was it allow^ in the
Constitution in the first place?
Sometimes, "what natural law re
quires the circumstances do not
allow," Norman said, explaining
why ^very was allowed to exist.

Norman does not believe the
natural law philost^hy Thomas
brings with him to the Supreme
Court will change the court dra
matically.
Natural law, according to
Norman is, '*a very limited con
cept" Thomas also is a conserva
tive judge who values precedent.
People are worried that Tho
mas will not be an activist in the
"great Earl Warren teadition,"
Norman said referring to the lib
eral Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court who served from 1953 to
1967. She confirmed that "he
won't be." But she thinks the Bill
of Rights has been stretched to
"exueme lengths." She believes
Thomas* voice will be good for
the country, because his crucial
vote will create more moderate
rulings when dealing with personal
liberties.
Norman knows tlutt there have
been ]xoblems with natural law
because the court has used it in the
past to justify personal opinions.
The religious community has also
used the natural law argument to
support their beliefs based on a
claim of "a higher source."
But ultimately Norman be
lieves in natural law because it "is
a limitation, a moderating influ
ence."

Nursing program changes
by Louise Bachman
Chronicle staff writer
A growing demand for bacca
laureate-prepared nurses has led
to the changing of the nursing pro
gram at Cal State, San Bernardino
from an upper division two-year
program to a four-year baccalau
reate program.
Dr. Janice Layton, chair of
Nursing at CSUSB said the ste
reotype of nursing as being only
physical care is no longer valid,
and the program has adapted to
meet the technically complex de
mands of the medical community.
In addition to the technical de
mands, today's nursing profes
sional must possess the ability to
make good clinical judgement,
have strong communication and
interpersonal skills, and a high
degreeof psychomotorskills. Fur
thermore, itisnotablethat CSUSB
is the (xily publicimiversity in this
service area to offw a four-year
nursing program.
Layton said baccalaureateprepared nursesare well prepared
to pursue a Master's in nursing,
which has become an important
option for those coisidering a ca-

reer in nursing.

The nursing program at
CSUSB is a popular one, with all
60 available positions being filled
each fall quarter. Layton pointed
out the ixogram is ^ways oyerenrolled and wished there were
room for more students.
"Nursing is a diverse occupa-

tion offering opportunities within
clinical work, teaching and re
search to name just a few of the
options available," she said.
Nursing hasthe added benefit
of stability and flexibility. It is
stable in that while the nursing
shortage comes and goes, the de
mand itself stays constant
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Bobby KHson, above and bottom left, of San Gorgonio Higti Sctiool does Eric Bogosian's play 'Sex, Drugs
and Rock and Roll.'

Cal State hosts
speech tourney
by Sean Fremon
Ctxonlcle editor in ctiief
Cal State, San Bernardino,
hosted a 13-team, two-day high
school speech tournamentOct 1213 with schools from California
and Nevada in one of the few re
maining high school "acad^ic**
competitions.
"It was successful "said Scott
Rodriquez, a Cal State communi
cation {xofessor who headed up
the event "We ran on time and
gave a high quality of competi
tion. The reaction from schools
was really positive."
Hi^ schoolers competed in
nine events - team debate, Lin
coln-Douglas debate, persuasive
speech, infomative speech, im

promptu, extemptxaneous speech,
humorous interpretation, dramatic
interpretation and original prose
and poetry. The students do pre
sentations in their categories in
rounds against otho* peq>le in their
category and are rate^ from best to
worst.
About 30 Cal State stud«its
and 60 pet^le from the commu
nity judged the 280 students who
competed in three or more rounds
in their category.
"It gave Cal State students a
chance to see first-hand how a
speech tournament is run,"
Rodriquez said.
The tournament, he said, is
also used as a college recruitment
tool for Cal State. "It gives the
academically oriented a chance to

SEAN FKEMCWIte Uvooicie

see what we're doing hwe."
For high school students,
spending weekends at speech and
debate tournaments is rewarding,
although many of their peers coisidcr it only a "smart-person's"
club. Reasons for spending
weekend s at a school-related
funcuon range from "improving
my future" ta it's a fun mental
sport" to "meeting new people."
Amanda Geier from San
Dieguito High School in San Di
ego said she likes to argue. "I like
to debate. That's why I'm study
ing law."
Amanda Ravitch, whose team
came from near Las Vegas, said •;
being in speech and debate's good
experience.
"1 love doing this," she said.
"I'd like to become an actress."
Bobby Kitson, aSan Gcxgtxuo
High Scl^l student who com
peted in the humorous c^uegory,
plans on going to college and us
ing this as a stepping stone.
"This is a go^ thing to put on
college manuscripts," he said. "I
also like acting. This can help me
get better at iL
"We gel to meet lots of people
and lots of preuy girls. That's the
best part," he said. Kitson's team
of 88 will travel to Stanford Uni
versity, University of California,
Berkeley and Arizona State Uni-

v«FM^'thi8'yeer/.\\v-.v«v^-v^
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Amanda Rautich, from near Las Vegas, does her dramatic speech in
the tournament.
Kitscm's mom, Karen Lincoln
who also judged, likes what h^
son isdoing."1don't have to worry
about him getting himself into
trouble like some people do," she
said. "He's doing something con
structive."
However, competing for the
high schoolers can be stressful at
times, said Shannon Braithwait,
17, from Boulder City HS near
Las Vegas.
Chris Lund, who said he's
a^ected by the pressure, likes to
perform for people.

"The hardest part of the tour
nament is the nervousness," said
Lund, who captured fourth place
in the humorous categcxy. "You
want to win so badly, it m^es you
nervous."
Theoverall school winnerwas
Bonanza HS from Las Vegas.
Chaparrell HS from Nevada placed
second and localRedlandsHS took
third.

Tournament director Scott Rodrigue.
and Lena Chan separate
ballots for the next round.
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BLONDS: Jokes can strip them of humanness
(Continued from page 5)
make-the-objeci-of-your-fear-theobject-of-ridicule phenomenon,
ihegenerate-groiqj-mocking/feel-

your-power phenomenon,and the
less caustic, excite-emotions/
cause-confrontation-for-attention
phenomenon.
That being about all there is to
jc^ers, let us move on to a less

simple subject.
The joke. The blond joke is
muchlikethemaliciousraci^jc^e.
Blond jokes presume that people
with yellow hairare mindless, con
ceited and licentious, just as racial

In every neighborhood there is one house
that adults whisper about and children cross the street to avoid.
Now Wes Craven, creator of "A Nightmare on Elm Street" takes you inside.

jokes {X'esume that people with
brown skin are lazy and dishonest,
and that people with Asian eyes
are backwards and suspicious.
Blond jokes poke fun at doing
harm to people with yellow hair
just as racial jokes do to people of
color. Blond jokes, like racial jokes
are merely an outlet of hostility.
They require no wit nor mirth.
Both blond jokes and racial jokes
require only that the joke teller
feels uncomfortable about the tar
gets and will feel better after laugh
ing at them.
What differentiates a blond joke
from a racial joke is where the
targets end up. The targets of a
racial joke, along with being mis
represented and mistreated,are dis
tanced from thewhite society. But.

who really wants to be all that
close to the white society anyway?
Well, when you have no other so
ciety to tum to,when you arewhite,
it's kind of all you've got. Unfor
tunately, the targets of blond jokes
are put on pedestals and striped of
the rights to be listened to, humble
andresponsible, notdistancedfrom
their society, but not part of it
either.
Although one's community and
culture may be insulted by the
insecure, there is steadfast racial
pride. In contrast, there is no pride,
no community, no culture in being
blond. The v^ idea is silly. A
po^n of color on hearing a r^ial
jokecan tellthe joker,"Dcm' t mess
with my race." What's a blond to
say, "Eton't mess with my hair?"

I^
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Our nation's present
rate of 160 million tons
of trash a year could fill
a convoy of ten-ton
trash trucks 145,000
miles long, and that rate
is expected to increase
to 200 million in the
next eight years*
i

The state of California
is expected to reach
landfill saturation
within the next four
years. The state ac
counts for over 25 per
cent of the nation's
waste production.

1

J

I

1

Individually, we Ameri
cans dispose of 1000
pounds of trash each
year, double the amount
from other industrial
ized countries like Ger
many and Japan.

L

J
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Johnson, Griffith duo makes Paradise heartwarming
l>y Renee Groese
Arts and Entertainment editor
The movie Paradise stars Don
Johnson and Melanie Griffith who
play a husband and wife strug
gling to stay togetherafter the death
of their three year old son. Hus
band and wife team Johnson and
Griffith perform admirably on the
screen.
In Paradise, Lily Reed (Griffith),
who's had a hard time dealing
with her son's death, agrees to
care for her best friend's ten- yearold son Willard (Elijah Wood) for

the entire summer.
At the beginning, Ben Reed
(Johnson) comes across as being a
little rough around the edges, and
is not all that thrilled about their
guest for the summer, but he soon
grows to like Willard.
Wood, known for his perfwmance in the movie Avalon, plays
a bright, inquisitive boy with big
blue eyes, who helps Lily and Ben
fmd the love they've lost in their
marriage.
Ben is a hard wcHking fisher
man. As he becomes closer to
Willard, he begins bringing him
along toshowhimwhatit'sliketo
be a fisherman. It is here that we

talking, bubble-gum-smacking
diner waitress, who is looking for
a husband.
The movie is warm and tender
makes you feel with the charac
ters. As a husband and wife both
on and off screen, Johnson and
GriBlth are quite charismatic to
gether. This movie is peihaps one
of the better roles played by John
son. Griffith, most remembered
for her role in Working Girl,

Groese's Guide

1

(on a five star scale)
discover that Ben does havea soft
side to him.
There are other interesting
characters in the movie that have
then own stories to tell. Willard
makes friends with a i»'ecocious
nine-year-old girl named Billie.
Billie is adventurous and daring;
Billie's mother, Sally is a smart-

seemed tofit"Paradise" perfecdy.
She had a natural appeal that
worked well throughout themovie.
Although the movie is a drama,
there are quite a few funny
scenes, such as when Ben and
Willard firstmeet,orwhen Willard
and Billie spy on Billie's older
sister with her boyfriend in the
haystack.
Paradise will make you feel
good inside, and is worth seeing.
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Recycling reduces the
amount of waste that
needs to be bimed in a
landfill or incinerated,
adds to the useful lifeexpectancy of the land
fill, and cuts down on
litter and preserves
natural resources.
L

i

I

I

I Recycling paper goods
j will provide an alterI native source of paper
I producing pulp and
I reduce the need to cut
I valuable American timI
berland, preservingthe
j environment and our
I delicate ecosystem.
J

I

I
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The 270,000 aluminum
cans consumed at Gal
State each year, the 24
tons of computer pa
per, and the 31 tons of
white paper can be re
cycled and kept out of
the disposal system
only with your partici
pation.

Sponsored by the Associated Students 7ne. Environmental Committee
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wm
by Sean Fremon
Chronicle editor in chief
Last week's brain blaster
proved to be a challenge for cam
pus people. The first person to
bring the correct answer to the
Chronicle office was JanetMatter.
Second and third answers came
from Teresa Warren and Misha
Henley.
Tbe answers to last week's
clues are:
1. Army ants - Giants; 2.
Seven squared •49ers; S.Slreakers
are this - Bears; 4; A 747 - Jets; 5.

Hostileattackers - Raiders; 6. Vari
ous iron wOTkers - Steelers; 7. Sun
tanned bodies - Browns; 8. lOUs Bills; 9. Helps to relocate - Pack
ers; 10. Toy baby with arms - Dol
phins; 11. Birds trained to kill Falcons; 12. Lubricators - Oilers;
13. Six rulers- Vikings; 14. Oppo
site of ewe - Rams; 15. Class of
boy scouts- Eagles; 17. American
gauchos - Cowboys; 18. Credit
card users - Chargers; 19. Indian
leaders - Chiefs; 20. King of beasts
- Lions; 21. Used to be a girl Bengals; 22. A dollar for com Buccaneers; 23. Ocean-going bird
- Seahawks; 24. Hot epidermis -

NOW OPEN!

Redskins; 25. Louis Armstrong's
favorite - Saints; 26. Rodeo horse
- Broncos; 27. Six shooters - Colts;
28. ??? - Cardinals and Patriots.
This week's quiz, in the heart
of the World Series, tests team
knowledge of baseball Here's the
clues:
1. Female horses 2. Sporting games 3. Charles and Diana 4. Yo ho ho 5. Beer makers 6. Russians 7. Artful ones 8. Andre's kin 9. Jetsons' dog 10. Heavenly dad - ,
11. Yogi's nemesis12. Chip and Dale 13. Russian footwear 14. Seagoing men -
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15. Divine beings16. A depressed Leno 17-18. These two teams are kin
19. Public shows 20. Lion babies 21. Palmer's favorite birds 22. The ultimate sin 23. Tony says they're great 24. Carpetbaggers -

25. Clean hits -

26. ????

Bring your answers to the
Chronicle Office in the Creative
Arts Building, Room 223. A draw
ing will be made from the correct
answers and the winner will re
ceive a Cal State, San Bernardino,
T-shirt

$1.00
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We are truly sorry for the
Inconvenience.
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Women's basketball team prepares for Div. II
Led by Few,
Coyotes hope for
winning season

ing non-conference season tourna through December. Conference
ment Metropolitan State Univer games will begin in January.
sity of Denvw will play Northwood
This year the Coyotes are in the
Institute of Detroit at 5:30 pm and California Collegiate Athletic As
CSUSB will play University of La sociation, one of the most competi
Verne at 7:30 pm . The winners tive confluences in Division II of
of each game will piay Nov. 22, at the NCAA.
7:30 and the losers wiU play at 5:30
This conference includes: Unipm on Nov. 23.
by Amy Heritage
vCTsity of California, Riverside,Cal
"All the teams in the tournament State Dominguez Hills, Cal Poly
Chronicle staff writer
are tough, but I think we have a Pomona, Cal State Los Angeles,
Cal State, San Bernardino's, chance to do real well. It should be
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo,Ch^man
women's basketball team is prepar a very competive toumamenL" said
College and Bakersfield.
Schwartz.
ing for a competitive season. Now
Schwartz said the team members
Non-conf^ence
games
will
run
in the National Collegiate Athletics
Association Division II, the Coy
otes will be facing strong teams
from schools with advanced ath
letic programs. Another challenge
is that the team consists almost en
tirely of new players.
"Cal State will be amazed at how
good these basketball players are,"
said CSUSB women's basketball
coach, Gary Schwartz. Schwartz
said the women are talented ath
letes.
Lead players include forward
Chery'llFew, and guard Tisha Rob
ots. Schwartz said both are solid
players and played well for the team
last year.
Few held the team's second best
rebound record last season with a
total of 135. She also had the third
best point average with 10.5 and a
40 percent shot average.
Roberts made 98 rebounds last
season. She had a5.6 point average
and a 30 percent shot average.
The other team membersare new
toCSUSB. They all come with good
credentials from good programs,
said Schwartz.
The points guards are Marli
Mactal, from Ventura Junior Col
lege, and Yield Williams, from
Casper Juniw College, Wy.
The forwards are Shandell Steen,
from Ontario High School, and
Kairy Wagoner, from Ventura J uniw College.

Jump ball

The posts are Zynythia Caviness,
from San Bernardino High School,
Kelly O'Brien, from Cal State,
LosAngeles,andCarolineSprinkel,
frwn Mt. San Jacinto Junior Col
lege.
The guards are Rachel Daugherty,
from Cerritos Junior College, Kimbwly Hansen, from ML San Anto
nio Junior College, and Christa
Ramirez, from Fullerton Junior
College.
"I feel like we have a very tal
ented group of new players and in
time they're going to be a good
team, although, it may be a learning
experience for a while," Schwartz
said.
The Coyotes will host the open

COUFTBSY PHOTO

TNs season's star player CfteriS Few wins the ball in last year's game against
Cal Baptist,

are serious about being good, that
they want to improve and become
better players.
The Coyotes have been together
since the beginning of fall semes
ter, practicing twoand a half hours,
six days a week. The women ran
and trained with weights until prac
tice officially began, Oct 15.Since
then they've been focusing on the
fundamental skills of playing bas
ketball.
"I feel really good about this team.
They work hard and have a good
attitude. They are serious athletes.

It's been a real joy for me to coach
serious athletes again," said
Schwartz.
Schwartz is going on his third
year coaching women's basketball
forCSUSB. Hehadjx'eviously be^
with Montana State University and
coached a winning team in Division
I.
Luvina Beckly is going on h^
second year as assistant woman's
basketball coach,forCSUSB. "She
does an outstanding job," said
Schwartz.

'Division 11 transition
Good move:' Suenram
By Donna Esplnosa
Ctvonicle staff writer
The Coyote sports program has
moved into Division II in college
athletics and according to Athletic
DirectorDaveSuenram it's beai
a good move.
"The success of the fall sports
has been encouraging," he said.
"Division II will bring spice and
vitality to our athletic program as
well as status."
Cal State, San Bernardino is part
of the Naticmal Collegiate Ath
letic Association and the CalifOTnia College Athletic Association.
Volleyball and men's and wcxnen's
soccer currently compete in CCAA
while other sports are part of the
NCAA.
These moves, along with budget
cuts and new p^aonel in the de
partment have made the athletic
dq)artment look closely at their
programs.
'"Ibis year will be one of adjust
ments for our athletic i»ogiams
because of the move to Division II
and because of budget cuts, some
programs have been drtqiped,"
Suenram said.
"To becompetitive at this level,
coaches will have to recruit mcx'e,
have outstanding athl^es and in
crease off season work,"Suenram
said.
Coyote competition this year in
cludes CSU campuses at Pommia,
San Luis Obispo, Dominguez
Hills, Los Angeles and Bak^field as well as the University of
California at Riverside and
Ch^man College.
"All coaches and athletes are
motivated bycompeting atahigher

level. It's a good challenge be
cause year in and year out, they
have more national champions,"
Suenram said.
He expects the new division to
be exciting.
"This year will be the start for
establishing rivalries, which will
add to the excitement of
int^coUegiate athletics,"Suenram
said, noting thatUC Riverside and
Cal Poly are the teams to watch
when it comes to rivalries.
The move also brings with it
more stringent rules about aca
demic eligibility.
The athletic department received
an NCAA manual outlining spe
cific requirements regarding eligi
bility.
Athletes must make "Satisfac
tory Progress" which requires team
members to carry 12unitsperquarter and have 36 units appli^ to
graduation each year.
Rounding out thechanges, seven
new administrative and staff mem
bers have joined the Athletic De
partment
In a year where change is the
norm, the Coyote Athletic Depart
ment remains optimistic.
"We began the year with the
knowledge that it is a big step up
for us, the reality of what the teams
win,do is there, so no firm goals
about winning a championship
have been set But if a team
surprises us iv will be great.
"We hope to grow this year, so
that within three years the majm*ity of our sports will be competi
tive at the conference level and at
least two of our sports at the na
tional level."
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Volleyball team defeats Domlnguez Hills
byPamBusberg
Chronicle staff writer

The Lady Coyotes volleyball
team entered its first season ever
in the CCAA Division II Oct 3
and
defeated Gal State,
Dominquez Hills in five games.
The team is off to a fresh start
with first-year Head Coach Kim
Holder and second-year assistant

Eric Motch. It consists of three
juniors, foursophomoresand four
freshmen.
"It looks to be a tough battle in
conference play,considering four
of the seven teams we will be
competing against are ranked in
the top twenty nationally," said
Coach Motch."The team is fairly
young and loaded with potential.
If sconsideredabuilding yearfcw
us."

According tothe coach,the team
is gifted with young talent. Fresh
man Erin Brown is in charge of
setting chores, and freshmen
Cindy Bench and sophomore
Shannon McAdams dominate in
the middle. The team is led by
outside hitter Jennifer Keller, the
team's c^)tain. Kell^is back from
a year off because of a knee in
jury.
This year, the team has im

proved. In five tournaments
they've finished as consolation
champs at two of the five tourna
ments, including an All Tourna
ment team award presented to
right side hitter Caron Pardee.
Assistant Coach Eric Motch
had said the game against Cal
State Bakersfield would be their
toughest conference match.
"This team is v«y young and

full of potential,"Motch said." As
long as they stay dedicated and
full of desire,they'll be acompeti
tive team this year."

Exercise skills aid edueation
byAlleen Crawford
Chronicle business manager

Being physically fit during
your college years contributes to
your betterhealth andstressc(^
ing ability. Additionally, re
search shows that athletics have
a positive effect on educational
attainment.
College years are often the
most stressful yearsof aperscm's
life. The academic demands, fi
nancial burdens and newfound
responsilnlities of"being on your
own" all add together.
Stress elicits the body's "fight
(X flight"response. This response

is caused by hormones that gear
the body to meet challenges.
Bodily changes include an in
creased heart-rate and blood
pressure, diversion of blood to
the muscles, sweat gland activ
ity anda shallowerand increased
rateof respiration.These changes
also cause a p^son to experi
ence increased anxiety and ten
sion.
Many students spend theircol
lege years focused on improving
their minds and ignoring their
bodies. But we should all re
member that Uie fluids of the
body areunited withthe fluidsof
the brain.
Exercise serves to keep the
body in harmony. It keeps off

extra pounds and lowers the risk
of heart disease, enhances the
muscular structure, strengthens
organs, stimulates blood flow
and enhances oxygen transfer to
the tissues and o'gans. These
physical improvements actually
give a person mcx^ energy and
stamina throughout the day.
Moreover, psychological b«iefits are derived because exCTcise lessens de^xession and ner
vous tension as well asimproves
self-image.
Classes through CSU curricu
lum can teach you exercising
skills and techniques that can
benefit you during school and
for life. Exercise is something
everyone can do.

974 Keadall Drive. Suiteffl
Saa Bernardino, CA 92407
AcnMB Fran Stater Broiben
(714)886-6614 • Fax (714) 886-1013
' Open Moodxy - ^iday8 A At. -6
Satiirdqr8AA<.-SPAf.

All
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With A Valid
Student LJ>. ^

Valuable Coupon

Valuable Coupon

Up To

Macintosh
IBM Rentals

Self Service Copies

$U0 per hour

1,000

Laser Printing

At

so cents a piece on paper

3 Cents
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WHISKEY CREEK

Only 10 minutes away!!!

BROILER & SALOON
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•$2.00 ICE TEAS (ALL THE TIME)
•$2.00 SHOOTERS (CUERVO, KAMI, WATERMELON, SCHNAPPS)
SlINOAV A MONDAY

LIVE JAZZ!
THE AREAS FINEST UVE JAZZ
DINNER SERVED TO 9PM
APPETIZERS SERVED TO MIDNIGHT
SHOW STARTS AT 9PM

1
TW,SDAY
1
1 LIVE COMEDY! 1
1 NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED 1
1 COMEDIANS APPEAR 1
1
UVE EVERY
1
1
TUESDAY NIGHT
1

WEDNESDAY

K

Colton ave.

Vhiskeg Creek

JAM NIGHT!

$1 DRINK NIGHT!

THURSDAY

FRTPAY & SATHRPAY

KCAL 96.7FM
IF YOU CAN SING
OR PLAY AN INSTRUMENT
COME ON DOWN AND
SIT-IN WITH THE BAND

LIVE ROCK'N'ROLL
• DANCINGALL DRINKS-ALL NIGHT
ONLYSl.OOni

GREAT LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
DANCING ALL NIGHT
AND THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN
SlOOCOCKTAILSm

LIVE ROCK!

(714) 798-6330

1331 W, Colton Ave. Redlands
< <«1< -1 f«<
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The Budweiser.
Sports Page
Featuring Cal State Rec Sports

League Standings

s
(A

I1
O

Football

Soccer

Fortys -1 win - 1 AW
Sigma Nu Black- 2 win
Stammers -1 win-1 AW
Jingle Phi -1 win-1 bye
Sigma Chi -1 win-1 bye
Warriors-1 win-1 bye
ROTO -1 win-1 AW
Down With OFF- 2 win
Zodiac- 2 AW
Sigma Gamma Fhi
1 AW
Delta Sig A-1 win
Gamma Delta Iota-1 win
1 AW
Delta Sig B-1 win-1 AW
Team Ten - 2 AW
Undesirables- 2 win
TKE- 2 win
Sigma Nu Gold -1 forfeit
1 bye
Sigma Chi B- 1 AW-1 bye

Sigma Chi-2 win
Delta Sig A-2 win
Delta Sig B-2 win
TKE-1 win-1 AW
Sigma Nu-1 win-l AW
Zodiac-2 AW
TKB-1 AW
Silver Bullets-l win
ACLF-1 win
WillagePeople-1 AW
Jerseys-1 win
Naughty By Naiure-1 AW
The Enemy- 1 AW-1 win
Not Fast Our Prime-1 win-1 bye
Goodfellas-1 win-1 AW
Cardinal2 AW
Delta Sig B-1 AW-1 win
Jeffs Team-1 AW-1 win
Paul's Team-2 win
•
Delta Sig A-2 AW
Don't Look at Me-1 win-1 AW

I

COURTESYPHOTb

UP & COMING
NOVEMBER:
Turkey Trot
5KRun
Wed. & Thurs. Nov. 20/21,
12:00-1:30 p.m.
Hey! You don't have to be the
fastest to win.
Come the closest to matching
your own predicted time and
get a REC SPORTS T-Shirt
Volleyball Doubles
November 5,
8:00p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Dash out to the Tennis
courievery day from Dawn to
Dusk
Or jump in, the pool is open
MWF 11:50 a.m.-1:20 p.m.,
TTh 11:50 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Open Rec in thegym & weight
room adds some extra brawn
Sat & Sun. NOON - 4:00
p.m.
Don't Spectate-Recreate!

IMS BUDTS FOR YOU

td
Ed
CQ

I
CO
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LOST
14< gold wire brxelet w/hearts very, very
sentimental, no monetary value. Reward,
619-323-5066

ROOMATE WANTED
Male or female roomate wanted to share 2Dd
apt. Mustbequtet. l/4ml fromCSLlSB8871161. Please leave message.

Improve your health and wealth with herbs
and vitamins. M
Attention Graduate students specializing in
teaching especially English. Tutorlsneeded
-6568
ew months.ol9-949-(
for a few
Attent I onMBA students tutor needed for GMAT
exam preparation Both Verbal and quantita
tive parts. 619-949-6568

•aMHHHMTMl DOJWYS
Largest Ubrary of Information in U.S.
19.278 TOPICS • ALL SUBJECTS
Order Csffalog Today wltti Visa / MC or COD

880-1605

213-477 8226

10%

Or. rush $2.00 to: Research Informatlofl

Student Discount
Now all day

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los ^geles, CA 90025

HELP WANTED
FASTFUNDRAISER$10001n 1 week C5reeks,
clubs, ANYONE No Investment 714-3756386 ext. 50

Be a Midnight Magic Distributor Earn $50.00
to$5000.00amonthl Build your own business
selling lingerie from our catalogs too quality
Items, best selection and excellent prices.
For sales packet send $35.00 to Midnight
htegic 137291/2 Foothill Blvd. Suite *314,
Sylmar CA 91342. or call (818) 362-4040.
•1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity, sorority, or other campus
grou) can earn between $500-$ 10(X) in less
than 7 days. You pay absolutely nothing. Call
1-800-735-2077 Ext. 3

29"

PT7ZA

!! 25 CENT SMALL SOFT DRINKS !!
2 LARGE PIZZAS (lUITA AD)
> 4ot^st

SERVICES
SPEEDY RESEARCH-Reports $5.00 per page.
Over 50,0(Xi topics Materials for research
assistance use only! Customresearchavall^le. VI5A/MC/At€X (213-463-1257)

—

AP^Y 5 TOPPINGS

ONLY $11.74
ADDmONAL TOPPINGS( OVER 5) $1.33

Moil I'YI

Best Subs In Town!

886-1026

271EAST40THST. SAN BERNARDINO
DINE IN - TAKE OUT- DELIVERY

Lunch
Special:
4" Sub and
Med. drink
$1.99

t.D. required

ACE PIZZA

Fast easy income! Earn lOO'sweekly stuffing
erwelopes. ^ndself-adt^essed stamped en
velope to- Fast Income P.O. Box 641517
Chicago, ll 60664-1517

1357 Kendall Drive
Eastof Uttle ML
In theshopping center

V5.
0
z

SPECIALIZING IN DIAMOND RINGS

WHOLESALE. RETAIL
Mon-Sat* 10am-6pm
Most major credit cards

a:

<
UJ

• I

cc
<

LLI
CC

881-3565

1

0
1
>
33

211 E. 40TH

ll
San Bernardino
o'
H (located ai4()ih St. Wildwood

Pla/a)

'(/>

\

THE BOOKSrtlRE
Enter the drawing fpr the
carve-a-pumpkin contest. Flfteei,
entries will be drawn;: Drawing Im on
Fri. Oct 25. Contest on Tbur^ Oct 3K
Check us out for
your Halloween slifts
;

«

Depd Book Sale
4p to 50% offll X
> •« y

^

V

3 PriMi-' X,,

1St Prize - Large Teddy Bear
2nd Prize - Professional llorse^hoe Set
3rd Prize - Win-Win Negotiator
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WHY

SOREN * McADAM * BARTELLS
CEKnFffiD^UBU^CCOUOTAmSn^
INSTEAD OF A NATIONAL FIRM?
•CAREER DEVELOPMENT - Opportunities: to apply what you have learned early in your career, to assume responsibility on a wide
variety of clients (medical, construction, agriculture, financial, manufacturing, governmental); work on a broad spectrum of technical
issues and be allowed to work in both the AUDIT and TAX areas of our firm. These opportunities spell rapid advancement for the caicet
minded professional. This is a BIG ADVANTAGE with SMB.
•ENVIRONMENT - One of the inland Empire's largest, most prestigious and progressive CPA firms with fiiendly professionals working
as a TEAM in a relaxed atmosphere conducive to CLIENT SERVICE and long rewarding careers. This must be an important CONSID
ERATION when making a MATURE DECISION as to where to pursue a career in public accounting,
•TRAINING - Comprehensive initial orientation to the firm and to public accounting followed by continuing education comparable to
any firm. This is not a reason to go with a national firm.
•STABILITY- Sixty-five people working in one office on a first name basis; virtually no out-of-town stays or long freeway hauls
and an outstanding retention record. Check these three issues out with employees of the national firms,
•COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS - Competitive package. Check it out

SMB Professionals
Dave Tuttle, Shareholder - Elijah Watt Sells Award Winner/1976
"As the audit and accounting shareholder at SMB, my technical skills are challenged daily. Today's dynamic and changing environment
presents a variety of complex issues for us to face with our clients."
Rhee Eliker, Shareholder 5-1-92 - Elijah Watt Sells Award Winner/1983
"SMB exposed me to challenging engagements in both the audit and tax areas of the firm and then allowed me to specialize in taxation
when I chose that direction."
Bill Sweezer, CSUSB Graduate - Started 7-1-91
"The training at SMB along with the convivial atmosphere have done much to accelerate my professional understanding and growth."

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT FOR AN INTERVIEW NOW
NOVEMBER 12 AND 13, 1991
Call Peggy for an appointment in our office

824-5110
REDLANDS

